Hands-on!
4 digits separate your private or
sensitive stuff from public access

Code Handle works with
an electronic PIN code.
This way only authorised
people, like staff, can
unlock the door. Press
the code on the handle’s
keypad and the door
opens. Code Handle
works together with your
existing locking unit: keep
your cylinder or lock and
just change the handle

to a battery-powered
Code Handle. No need to
cable the door or connect
it to the mains. No need to
install an electronic access
control system.
Adding Code Handle to
your door adds security
and convenience to your
private rooms in public
areas.
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With Code Handle®, personal belongings,
sensitive client files or storage materials
are easy to separate from public areas.

Share your space,
not your belongings

Hands off!
How do you protect your stuff
in public spaces?

You don't have eyes in
the back of your head. It's
impossible to keep watch
over every private door in
a public-facing space — the
store room in a retail shop
or pharmacy, or a toilet for
staff use only.
That's when you need
Code Handle: it stands
guard for you.

Easy to handle
Give your doors an upgrade

Enter your code
Access your stuff

Code Handle is the convenient way to keep the public out

Sometimes you need Code Handle to help control
private access in public spaces

Easy to install and retrofit
All it takes is two screws to
fit a Code Handle on almost
any interior door. You’ll
receive a Master Code and
up to 9 different user PINs.

Did I lock the door ?
Rooms with high traffic
can become a security risk

Sure, you could put a 
key-operated lock on
every door. But then you
have to keep track of
the key, and remember
where it is every time.
For busy doors, chasing
up keys becomes a fulltime job. The solution
is the simple, affordable
Code Handle.

Autolock
How frequently
do you enter
and leave the store room?
No more needing to remember
to lock the door. Be key-free.
If you like, even handsfree.

Archives
Important or
irreplaceable
documents deserve
extra security

Drug storage
Controlled drugs and
other medicines are safely
protected by a secure PIN
and handle

Store rooms
You can’t always keep
your eyes on everyone in
your premises, especially
when it’s busy

Toilets
If the toilet is for customer
use only, Code Handle
keeps it locked without the
hassle of a key
Keyless and convienient
Secure your private rooms with no keys,
no wires and no expensive access control system.
It’s simple with Code Handle.

Offices
Because not everyone
in the office should be
reading what you left
on your desk

